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We consider the classical model for an insurance business where the claims occur according to a 
Poisson process and where the distribution for the cost of each claim fulfills Cramer’s tail- 
condition. Under these conditions Lundberg’s constant R is of fundamental importance for ruin 
calculations. 
We derive estimates of R, based on an observation of the insurance business and investigate the 
statistical properties of those estimates. We further derive bounds and confidence intervals for ruin 
probabilities. 
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ls Introductiou 
We shall consider the most classical model for an insurance business. Let N(t), 
t 2 0, describing the number of claims in the interval (0, t J, be a I% ,;sson process with 
intensity cy, i.e. EN(t) = crt. The random variables So, S1, . . . , defined by Sk = 
N-‘(k) = sup@: N(tj c k), describe the epochs of the claims. The ran, .G variables 
s,,s,-s*,s,-s,, . . . are independent and exponentially distributed with mean 
l/as. Each claim costs the company a certain amount. These amr unts are described 
by a sequence Xl, X2,. . . of independent random variables with distribution 
function P(x). We shalf assume that the moment generating function 
p(s) = jm e”“P{dx) 
--oo 
is finite for some s > 0, Note that s is a real variable. 
In Cram& [2] s is a complex variable but for our purpose it is enough to consider 
real values of s. We shall further assume that 
Pl=E& 
is finite. Let ct be the gross risk premium up to time t. We define the process 
NW 
x(t) =ct- c %k 
k-l 
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and ,the ruin probability 
#(U)=lP(X(t)+U<O forsome t>O). 
The function 
y(s) =pw-csl~, s 20, 
is of fundamental importance for the study of ruin probabilities. Since y”(s) = p”(s) = 
E(X’ esX) >O it follows that y(s) is convex. 
Defidim. We say that we are in the regular case if y’(0) < 0 and lim,,, y(s) = co. 
Note that y(s) may be infinite already for finite values of s. 
Since y’(O) = ~1 -c/a! we must have c > pla! in order to be in the regular case. If we 
have positive risk sums, i.e. if P(0) < 1, c > pla itnplies the regular case. If we have 
only negative risk sums, i.e. if P(C)) = 1, we must further assume that c e. 0. 
Define the Lundberg constant 12 by 0 if c bpla! and by sup(s: y(s) < 1) if c >plor. 
When nothing else is said we assume that p(2R) < 00. In the regular case, since y(s) is 
convex, R is then the finite and positive soiution of y(s) = 1. 
A classical result, see Cram&r [2, p. SS], is 
If we have only positive risk sums, i.e. P(0) = 0, we have in the regular case 
lim eRU#( U) = 3 = C. 
u-r00 
T!his is the Cram&r-Lundberg approximation. A somewhat stronger result, where 
p(s) is considered for complex values of s, is given by Cram& [2, p. 731. A proof of the 
present result, where p(s) is only considered for real values of s, is given by Feller [3, 
p. 3783. 
2. Estimations prcablems 
In general neither P(x) nor (Y are known. A natural problem is then to consider 
estimation of R from an observation of the risk business during a time interval (0, T]. 
Surprisingly thiB problem seems not to have been treated. This does not mean that 
one has not been interested in fitting distribution functions to actual statistics of 
claims. In fact a large number of papers are devoted to the problem of finding 
distributions P(x) describing different portfolios. Generally one considers some class 
of distribution functions depending on an unknown parameter and estimates that 
parameter with ordinary methlsds. A problem is that one only has observations in the 
‘probable’ are*a of P(x) while the ruin probabilities, at least for large values of U, are: 
highly dependent on the behaviour of the “‘tail” of P(x). 
We shall consider a q&e different approach. Qf course, we too can not estimate 
the “tail” of P(x), but our method does at least not hide the problem. Roughly 
speaking we shall just replace P(x) by the empirical distribution function. 
Consider now the regular case where R is the positive solution of y(s) = 1 and 
assume that y(2R) c (~3. Consider X(b) for t E (0,1”] and define the random process 
yT(s) - l Ny’ sxk __(“p)-’ IV(T) kzi e 
if N(T) > 0. Replacing X(t) by an observation we can form the corresponding 
function Y=(S). This function has the same properties as y(s) and a natural estimate of 
R is given by the solution R” of y&) = 1. If no claims occur in (0, T] it is of course 
impossible to try to estimate R. In order to study the properties of R* we define the 
random variable RF as the solution of Yr(s) = 1. There is always 
probability that Y&) does not correspond to the regular case and if 
a positive 
i.e.ifX(T)~O,weputR~=O.I~X~<Oforallk=I,...,N(T)andifc~O,weput 
RT =oO. 
Our basic result is the following theorem, which shall be proved in Section 3. The 
notation % means “tends in distribution to”. 
Theorem In the regular case 
v?fRT-R)kZ as T+oo 
where Z is a normally distributed random variable with E(Z) = 0 and 
Var(2) = U* = 
YCW- 1 
dy’UW*’ 
The Theorem can be used to form confidence intervals for R. In practice cf is 
unknown and we have to replace it by its natural estimate 
where a!* is the observed number of claims in (0, T] divided by T. 
A one-sided approximate 95% confidence interval for R is thus given by 
CT* 
R*-+,m 
This interval leads us to the following empirical inequality 
$(?J)Gexp((-R*+F)U) 
which holds for all U in approximately 95% of all investigations. 
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In many situations we may be more interested in an actual estimate of the ruin 
probability than in an empirical bound. In the case of large U and positive risk sums it 
is then natural to use the Cramer-Lundberg approximation 
for such an estimate. If n(T) and x(T) are the observations on N(T) and X( 7’) we are 
thus led to 
9”KJ) = XiT) niT)y;(R?e 
-R*U = c” e-R”U 
since the natural estimates of ,~ cy and p1 are (Y* = n(T)/T and JP~ = 
(x1+*** + xta&ln (Tl. 
Let us consider the random variable 
and the ‘relative error’ 
In order to be able to use the Cramer-Lundberg approximation we must let U 
tend to infinity. 
If we let U -$ w and keep T fixed we get 
lim AT(U)= lim -e CT -(RT-R)U_f= -1 ifRT>‘, 
u+m U-rw c oo if RTTi:R. 
Although this result does not say much about the properties of 3/*(U) it anyhow 
illustrates the problem of estimating q+(U) for large values of U. We shall now let 
T+cr, together with U in such a way that U/t/T + u E (0,~). Then U == 
u J?’ c o(dT) and we have 
&(U) 
d~(U)+l=-= 
CT evRTU * C eTRu 
$(Uj C emRU *(l(U) 
= s. exp{-(& --R)u& +0(l))} - ceded, 
From the proof to be given in Section 3 it will follow that CT + C almost surely. From 
the Theorem and from the Cramer-Lundberg approximation we then get 
AT(U)+ 12 1 l eeZu - 1, = ebZ” 
as T and U tend to infinity in the specified way. 
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For U and JT of the same large order we thus have 
CT exp((-RT -2&T) U) 
Thus 
C r(i(U) < CT exp((-RT + 24JT)U)). 
(C* exp((-R*-2g*/JT)U), C* exp((-R*+2a*/JT)U) 
is an approximate 95% confidence interval for 9(U). 
Because of the construction of the interval we may consider all U larger than some 
UO simultaneously without changing the level, provided that U0 and JT are of the 
same large order. To realize this we consider the random variable 
which tends in distribukn to 121 as T and UO tend to infinity is such a way that 
&/JT + some constant E (0, 00). Thus, 
nnd it follows that all U 2 EJo may be considered simultaneously. 
3, Proof of Theorem 
In this section all statements about random quantities are meant to hold for almost 
all realizations of X(t), t 20. 
Since N(T)/ T +a as T+ooandsince eSXk < 00 for s =Z 2R it follows for s < 2R 
that Y&j+ y(s) and that Yb(s) + y’(s) as T +CQ 
Before proving the Theorem we shall give a Lemma. 
This lemma, and the proof to be given, is very close to a result by Crandell and 
Rodhe [6, pp. 259-2601. Some technical changes are, however, necessary and we 
shall give the full proof. The proof is similar to the proof of asymptotic normality of 
maximum likelihood estimates given by Cram& [I, pp. 503-5033. 
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Essentially this Lemma is a very special case of a general result about asymptotic 
behaviour of first passage times due to Hiigfeldt and Rosen, see HGgfeldt [73. 
roof of lemma. In the regular case y’(R) > 0. Choose E E (0, R) such that 
y’(R-c)>O.ForTlargeenoughwethenhaveYr(R-&)<l, Yr(R+c)>land 
Y$(R -E)>O. Thus /R,-R+ 
Now 1 - YT(R) = YT(RT) - YT(R) = (RT -R) Yk(R + &(RT -R)) for some 
BT E (0,l). Thus 
(1- YT(R))/(RT - RI = Yk(R + &(RT -R)), 
provided Y=(R) # 1. For very special choices of LL! and P we may have YT[R) = 1 for 
certain values of T, but then RT = R and we just define the ratio as Y;(R). 
Since 
G-(s) = j&j lg Xi eSXk > 0 
it follows that Y;(s) is increasing in s and we have 
which can be made ax,bitrarily small by choosing E small enough. Thus the lemma is 
proved. 
Now we shall proceed and prove the Theorem. We shall always let W mean a 
normally distributed random variable with mean ze’;*o and variance one. 
We have 
Put UI = So, UZ = S1 - So, . , , , The variables U1, U2, . . . are independent and we 
have 
N(T) 
T = SN(T)-1 + (T - SN(T)-' ) = El uk + (T - &(?-j-1) 
and thus 
T 1 1 N(T) ---=- c (~k-~)+‘;~;-‘. 
N(T) Q’ N(T) k=l 
Thus 
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Now N(T)/T+a >O and T-S N(T)_l tends in distribution to an exponentially 
distributed random variable. The random variables (eRXk -p(R)) C cI? (uk - li/cw), 
k = 1,2,. . . , are independent with means zero and variances 
P(2RHp(R))2+ R 2=p(2R)- ( > 
l+“R 2 
Ly ( J +@’ 
=p(2R)-1 c2R ---yy!2R)-1. 
Ly 
From all this and the classical generalization of the central limit theorem to sums of a 
random number of random variables, see e.g. Renyi [S, p. 981, it follows that 
Since ~‘(R)E (0, co) it now follows from the Lemma that 
J~(R~-R)=~(I-Y~(R)~.~~~: J 
l(2R)-1 1 
cy - 
YW w 
and the Theorem is proved. 
4. Some special cases 
4.1. Small values of the safety loading 
Put h = c -pIa! and pk = E(XF ). Thus A denotes the safety loading. 
Consider R and u as functions of A. From Grandell [4, p. 421 it follows that 
R = (2A)/(cupz) + o(A) as A L 0. With a similar technique we get 
R =(~A.)/((YPz)-(~~~A~)/(~~~~:)+o(A~) as A L 0. 
LJsiq this we get after some calculations 
a2 =4/(ap2)-(8p3h)/(3~*7i:)+o(A) 
and thus 
Var(&) = a’, = 4/hp2) + Bp&%ap,3 I+ 4p4A vkq “pG! ). 
Uhing this we WY fwn slpprmimnte confidence intgyals far e(V) when U, JT qd 
A -I are of the same large wkr. Such an interval will be much simpler to c+-&&ge 
fbl:m an interval based on the Cramer-Lundberg approximation, but this is probably 
its only advantage. 
4.2. Large values of the safety loading 
We shall consider f12 for large values of A. For practical purposes this case may be 
of limited interest but, as a complement o the case with small A, it may help us to 
understand the behaviour of CT’. 
It is easy to realize that R + sup(s: p(s) < 00) as h + 00. In case of only negative risk 
sums R = co as soon as A >‘pla. From the definition of R it follows that 
u2= Pww-2p(R)+1 
Q P’uw- 
( 
p(R)-1 2’ 
K > 
and let &,,T be the positive solution of Yp,&) = 1. 
Assume that p(s, fI), as a function of e, is continuous and has continuous deriva- 
tives of the first and second order for :s = R. Put 
ws, 0) 
ph, 6) = ae * 
From Cramer [I, pp. 366, 5033 and the technique used in Section 3 it follows that 
J?rR,T -R)-+i$ as T-*a 
whet-c; 2, is a normally distributed random variable with E(Z,) = 0 and 
Var(Z,) = 0; = 
&*(p,(R, e0j)2+~2RZ 
cr3(Y'w)2 - 
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5. Some example3 
~x~~~e 1. We shall consider the favourite example 
claims are exponentially distributed. Then 
in risk theory, i.e. when the 
In this case pll = l/O and 
if SC& 
if s a 8. 
Thus y(s) = O/(0 - s) - c:s/ar and we have 
R +---Iy 
=~----- e2A/(tu +Bh) 
c 
where A = c --ar/8. In this case 
In order to have p(2R) < co we must require that 2R C 8 or that c < 2a,/8. 
For c =A +ar/8<2a/6 we have 
2ar2 2a2e2 
“2=c2(2a-Bc)=(cu+BA)Z(a!-BA). 
Consider now the the parametric case. Then 
R p,T = &- -N(T)/cT = N(T)X(T)/[cT(cT-a)]. 
Further we have r2 = o2 and pl(R, d) = -Rc2/a2 and thus 
a; = e2/cu + ,*/c2 = g2/cu + e2a/((w + eA)2. 
For the special case QL = 8 = 1 we have in Fig. 1 drawn (T and cr, as functions of A. 
It is natural to ask what happens if A > a/& In this case the theorem does not hold 
any more. The Lemma does, however, still hold. Using the Lemma and the theory of 
otalble distributions, see Felb:r [3, pp. 570,577, 5813, it follows that 
T “(Aeta)(R~ -R) $2, as T + co 
where Z; has a stable distribution with exponent 1 +ar/(M). The characteristic 
function far ZA can be eAculateId. It is, however, so complicated that the result seems 
to have no practical Aerest. 
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, .h 
0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.0 
Fig. 1. 
Example 2. We shall now consider a case with only negative risk sums, related to 
Example 1. Assume that 
ltn this case pr = -l/0 and thus A = c -k aj& In order to be in the: regular case we must 
require that - cu/8 < c < 0, i.e. that 0 <A < a/& Further p(s) =: B/(8 -t-s) for all s 2 0 
and thus 
In this case 
$(U) = e-“Y 
For 0 < A < a/6 we have 
For the case CI’ = 8 = 1 we have in Fig. 2 drawn cr as a function of A. 
We may observe that R = co for A > a/t? and thus we have no correspondence to 
the final discussion in Example 1. 
Example 3. N’ow we consider the case when 
Xk = 
$ with probability 1 - 8, 
4 with probability 8, 
o < e < l 
Maybe this example may have some realism in group life insurance. We then think 
of a situation where the payment depends on the family situation of the icy- 
holder. 
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Fig. 2. 
Let K( ‘d”) be the number of claims in (0, T] where Xk = 4. Then 
Yr(s) = (1 -(K(T)/N(T)) e*“‘“+(K(T)/N(T)) e4’ -csT/N(T). 
It is easy to realize that in this case Yr and Yp,r coinci e and thus also Rr and R,,,T 
coincide. 
For the case (x = 1 and 8 = 0.1 we have pi = 1 and p2 = 2. In Fig. 3 we haje for this 
,choice drawn cr, which is the same as a,, as a function of A. 
t ------A 
0 0.5 10 1.5 2.0 
Fig. 3. 
When h +M also R -+co and thus, see Section 4.2, a*+ l/(lfrcu~). The con- 
vergence is, however, very slow. We illustrate this in Table 1 for the case drawn. 
Table 1 
0 0 1.41 
5.21 1 1.01 
149 2 0.90 
5426 3 0.86 
222155 4 0.84 
Q, al 0.79 
ElCiB 
PI== 1 and ;Z 
In this f?nal example we assume that Xk is normally distributed with 
= 2. We have chosen this example only to get a claim distribution with a 
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“tail’‘-behaviour ‘between’ Examples 1 and 3. We can not think of any insurance 
business where this choice is realistic. In Fig. 4 c is drawn for the case IY = 1. 
I -----------A 
0 1 i 3 L 
Fig. 4. 
In Table 2 we illustrate the behaviour of u for large values of A. 
Table 2 
A R cr 
0 0 1.41 
2.48 1 1.2s 
25.8 2 2.94 
601 3 24.5 
40687 4 628 
co 00 00 
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